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C h a p t e r O n e : F i r s t A m e n d m e n t 

Challenges 

The First Amendment is part of what is known as the Bill of 
Rights. It provides that Congress will make no laws that 
impact five basic personal freedoms in the United States of 
America —

1. Freedom of Religion
2. Freedom of Speech
3. Freedom of the Press
4. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly
5. Freedom to Petition the Government for Redress of 

Grievances

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment 
of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or 
abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or 
the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to 
petition the Government for a redress of grievances.
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The First Amendment was adopted in 1791 along with nine 
other amendments that make up the Bill of Rights. The 
purpose was to protect the civil liberties of civilians of the new 
nation. These “rights” have been challenged many times in 
the courts during the last 200+ years, but it may be the court 
of public opinion that has become the most challenging in 
recent years.
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People vs Press 

I would prefer writing ‘People and Press” because that’s the 
way the founders of the United States of America viewed the 
First Amendment. Some of the individual states were hesitant 
to ratify the Constitution because they wanted to ensure the 
protection of basic rights and liberties for their citizens. 
Because of their experience with former British rule, they 
wanted to protect citizen rights against the new federal 
government of the U.S. Many of the founders wanted the 
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people to possess absolute sovereignty rather than the 
government. The First Amendment was adopted as part of 
that purpose.

Journalists are free-speech citizens who also participate in the 
free press. Freedom of speech and freedom of the press go 
hand-in-hand — until they don’t. That’s where we find 
ourselves today. Rather than being the “people and press,” 
we find ourselves living in the era of “people vs. press.” That’s 
another way of saying “people vs. people,” since members of 
the press (news media) are people. We now live in a society 
where citizens often can’t trust what other citizens tell them.

I was a citizen before I became a journalist. I didn’t stop being 
a citizen when I became a professional journalist. Journalists 
are people who enjoy the freedoms of speech and press. 
Rather than look at it as a special privilege, I suggest 
journalists look at that as a special responsibility. A journalist’s 
responsibility, their obligation, is to tell the truth at all times. 
Anything less in my view is a dereliction of duty.
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Unfortunately, many members of the press view themselves 
differently. They often see themselves as privileged and 
“above” the masses of the unwashed citizenry who rely on 
their coverage of “the news.” While we know that is not sitting 
well with a public whose distrust of the press grows every 
year, it’s also not sitting well with members of the press. Many 
journalists are leaving high-paying jobs because of how some 
members of the press view and treat their readers, viewers, 
and listeners.

One of the most notable is Bari Weiss, formerly of the New 
York Times. Here’s what she wrote in her resignation letter —

What rules that remain at The Times are applied with 
extreme selectivity. If a person’s ideology is in keeping 
with the new orthodoxy, they and their work remain 
unscrutinized. Everyone else lives in fear of the digital 
thunderdome. Online venom is excused so long as it is 
directed at the proper targets. 

As places like The Times and other once-great 
journalistic institutions betray their standards and lose 
sight of their principles, Americans still hunger for 

https://www.bariweiss.com/resignation-letter
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news that is accurate, opinions that are vital, and 
debate that is sincere. I hear from these people every 
day. “An independent press is not a liberal ideal or a 
progressive ideal or a democratic ideal. It’s an 
American ideal,” you said a few years ago. I couldn’t 
agree more. America is a great country that deserves 
a great newspaper. 

Weiss certainly had the credentials to be a great journalist. 
She graduated from Columbia University and won the Reason 
Foundation’s 2018 Bastiat Prize. She was an oped editor and 
associate book review editor at the Wall Street Journal before 
joining The New York Times in 2017 as a staff writer and 
editor for the Opinion section.

Weiss also included an interesting quote from Adolph Ochs, 
former owner and publisher of The New York Times in the 
19th century —

to make of the columns of The New York Times a forum 
for the consideration of all questions of public 
importance, and to that end to invite intelligent 
discussion from all shades of opinion.
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Another journalist example is Ariana Pekary, a former 
producer for MSNBC. She resigned her job and wrote about it 
in a blog post. The insights to other journalists are invaluable 
—

Context and factual data are often considered too 
cumbersome for the audience. There may be some 
truth to that (our education system really should 
improve the critical thinking skills of Americans) – but 
another hard truth is that it is the job of journalists to 
teach and inform, which means they might need to 
figure out a better way to do that. They could 
contemplate more creative methods for captivating an 
audience. Just about anything would improve the 
current process, which can be pretty rudimentary 
(think basing today’s content on whatever rated well 
yesterday, or look to see what’s trending online today).

Occasionally, the producers will choose to do a topic or 
story without regard for how they think it will rate, but 
that is the exception, not the rule. Due to the simple 
structure of the industry – the desire to charge more 

https://www.arianapekary.net/post/personal-news-why-i-m-now-leaving-msnbc
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money for commercials, as well as the ratings bonuses 
that top-tier decision-makers earn – they always 
relapse into their old profitable programming habits.

I understand that the journalistic process is largely 
subjective and any group of individuals may justify a 
different set of priorities on any given day. Therefore, 
it’s particularly notable to me, for one, that nearly every 
rundown at the network basically is the same, hour 
after hour. And two, they use this subjective nature of 
the news to justify economically beneficial decisions. 
I’ve even heard producers deny their role as 
journalists. A very capable senior producer once said: 
“Our viewers don’t really consider us the news. They 
come to us for comfort.”

Comfort? Really? Is that why journalists exist? To bring 
comfort to viewers, listeners, readers? I don’t think so. That is 
not now, nor has ever been, the purpose of the free press in 
this country or any country for that matter. Journalism exists 
for the purpose of gathering, confirming, and reporting the 
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truth. The truth is not always comforting, but it is always vital 
to a free society.
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News vs Opinion 

It’s also helpful to know when you’re watching or reading 
“news,” and when you’re watching or reading “opinion.” 
There’s a big difference. News is objective truth about what’s 
going on in the world. Opinion is what someone thinks about 
what’s going on in the world. They should be carefully 
separated and marked as such so news consumers know 
what they’re consuming.

Unfortunately, hidden opinion has crept its way into news 
coverage through the years. In the days of three television 
news networks, several radio networks, and morning and 
afternoon editions of newspapers, news consumers usually 
knew when something was news, opinion, or editorial. 
However, the advent of cable in the 1980s, the Internet in the 
90's, and social media in the 2000’s have changed the 
landscape. It’s become so bad that a Columbia Journalism 
Tow Center research report from this past December (2021) 
revealed that 80% of respondents said journalists should 
“separate fact from opinion when reporting the news.”

https://www.cjr.org/tow_center_reports/social-media-newsroom-policies-responses.php
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Here’s another unfortunate finding from the research —

What’s more, audiences held generally low expectations 
about whether other basic tenets of objectivity were 
typically upheld. Eighty-six percent of Republicans and 
72 percent of Democrats thought journalists 
sometimes or very often allowed their “personal 
opinions to influence their reporting.” Similar 
percentages said the same about how often journalists 
“try to manipulate the public” (81 percent of 
Republicans and 67 percent of Democrats) or “get 
paid by their sources” (78 percent of Republicans and 
63 percent of Democrats). Given this already wide gulf 
between the public and the press, transparency 
around journalists’ subjective viewpoints may not be 
widely embraced.  

Something that many news consumers do not know, but most 
journalists do know, is that the personal opinions of journalists 
impact the way the stories they cover and the way they cover 
them. Some journalists decide how to approach a story based 
on personal bias (opinion). Some news managers decide 

https://markmcgee4.substack.com/p/journalists-and-objectivity?s=w
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which stories to assign their journalists, in addition to how 
they expect their journalists to approach and report on the 
stories, based on personal bias (opinion). Neither is a good 
way to do real journalism. Truth is objectively true — meaning 
that is not “your truth” or “my truth.” Truth is what is true in 
reality.

https://markmcgee4.substack.com/p/real-journalism?s=w
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More Bad News 

The news about the public’s trust of the press (journalism) is 
not good. It hasn’t been good for several years, but it’s getting 
worse.

Take a look at some of the findings from a Gallup and Knight 
Foundation Trust, Media and Democracy report from two 
years ago —

There is a widening gulf between American aspirations 
for and assessments of the news media. With each 
passing benchmark study, the American people render 
deeper and increasingly polarized judgments about the 
news media and how well it is fulfilling its role in our 
democracy.

Gallup and Knight polled more than 20,000 U.S. adults 
and found continued pessimism and further partisan 
entrenchment about how the news media delivers on 
its democratic mandate for factual, trustworthy 
information. Many Americans feel the media’s critical 
roles of informing and holding those in power 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/195542/americans-trust-mass-media-sinks-new-low.aspx
https://knightfoundation.org/reports/american-views-2020-trust-media-and-democracy/
https://knightfoundation.org/reports/american-views-2020-trust-media-and-democracy/
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accountable are compromised by increasing bias. As 
such, Americans have not only lost confidence in the 
ideal of an objective media, they believe news 
organizations actively support the partisan divide. At 
the same time, Americans have not lost sight of the 
value of news — strong majorities uphold the ideal that 
the news media is fundamental to a healthy 
democracy.

Gallup has been documenting the erosion of trust in the news 
media for a long time. Going back just 20 years, the 
percentage of Americans who said they had a great deal or a 
fair amount of trust in the media fell from 54% to 32%. That 
was between 2003 and 2016. The trust numbers recovered a 
little after that, but have fallen again. This is true of 
Independents, Democrats, and Republicans.

https://news.gallup.com/poll/355526/americans-trust-media-dips-second-lowest-record.aspx
https://markmcgee4.substack.com/p/truth-be-told-part-one?s=w
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Can We Change? 

Good question. I think polls and surveys have shown that 
news consumers can change what they think about journalists 
when they believe the journalists are reporting truth instead of 
opinion. The bigger question may be whether journalists can 
change. Can producers and editors change? Can managers 
change? Can publishers and media owners change?

Change is possible in relationships. If we look at news 
consumers and members of the press as a relationship, 
things can possibly get better. Who should make the first 
move? The public or the press?
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Chapter Two: What Do Journalists Think 

About The News? 
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The Best and Worst in Journalism 

The majority of news consumers don’t trust the news 

they read, hear, and see. I base that statement on a 

variety of surveys that Pew Research and Gallup 

have conducted during the last few years.

In fact, many journalists also have reasons not to 

trust the news process. Are those journalists part of 

a small minority of reporters, producers, and editors, 

or is distrust a larger problem in the news 

community?
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The Research 

Pew Research recently asked almost 12-thousand U.S. 
journalists what the news business does best and what it 
does worst. The findings are eye-opening.

https://www.pewresearch.org/journalism/2022/06/14/what-do-journalists-think-the-news-industry-does-best-and-worst/
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Here’s what caught my attention:

• “Getting the story right” received only 14% of the votes 
for BEST JOB. Unfortunately, it received 23% of the 
votes for WORST JOB. That’s a poor showing for the one 
thing that should be true about every story every 
journalist does every day. 

• “Being unbiased” received only 3% of the votes for BEST 
JOB. It received 20% of the votes for WORST JOB. 
That’s not good for a profession founded on the principle 
of being unbiased.

• “Connecting with the public” received 5% of the votes for 
BEST JOB. It received 9% for WORST JOB. That 
supports what the public has been saying for years — 
they believe the news media is out of touch with the 
people they’re supposed to serve.

• “Nothing positive” received 8% of the votes for BEST 
JOB, while “nothing negative” received less than 1% of 
the votes for WORST JOB. That’s unfortunate when 
professionals can’t think of anything positive to say about 
their profession.
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This research confirms why the public has a low view of the 
news media. Journalists also have a low view of their own 
profession. Might “bias” be one reason for the problem? 
According to thousands of journalists who participated in this 
research project, the answer is a very sad “yes.”

Here’s a reminder of how the public has responded to 
questions about bias in the news media:

Americans believe the news media have a critical role to 
play in U.S. democracy but are not performing that role 
well. One of Americans’ chief concerns about media is 
bias, and Americans are much more likely to perceive 
bias in the news today than they were a generation 
ago. Trust, Media and Democracy

Some of the key findings of the survey are that 
Americans believe 62% of the news they consume “is 
biased,” and that 80% believe the news they see on 
social media is biased. More than eight in ten U.S. 
adults report “being angry or bothered” by seeing 
biased information. Journalists and Objectivity

https://knightfoundation.org/reports/perceived-accuracy-and-bias-in-the-news-media/
https://markmcgee4.substack.com/p/journalists-and-objectivity
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According to the Pew Research, many journalists agree. Bias 
is a big problem. It shouldn’t be, but it is. Why? The research 
project didn’t go into the reasons, but here are four I think 
have made the problem worse:

1. “Some” College Professors
2. “Some” News Managers
3. Bubble Living
4. Social Media
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Being Human 

First, let’s address the elephant in the room — everyone has 
biases. That’s because we’re human. So, what can young 
people do about their biases if they want to be good 
journalists? They have to learn how to cover, confirm, and 
report news stories without allowing their personal biases 
affect their reporting. How do they do that? They learn the 
journalistic process. Who are the first to teach them that 
process? College professors and news managers.

So, what’s the problem since there’s a way to teach biased 
students and young reporters how to cover and report news in 
an unbiased process? The problem is that many college 
professors and news managers are open about their own 
bias. Some even encourage students and young journalists to 
use their bias in covering and reporting stories.

https://markmcgee4.substack.com/p/the-process-of-journalism
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I want to be clear that I’m not branding all professors and 
news managers as being biased. I personally know many who 
work hard to teach their students and young journalists the 
importance of being objective in covering and reporting news 
stories. However, my own experience as a journalist, news 
manager, and communications consultant confirms that many 
people who are teaching, tutoring, and managing journalists 
today are biased.

This terrible thing done to journalism didn’t happen overnight, 
but it did happen. The simple process that I learned in the 
1960s of journalists being Curious, Skeptical, Objective, and 
Accurate no longer rules the day. Thus, we have the massive 
public distrust of the news media, and many journalists’ low 
view of their own profession.

The fact that “Getting the story right” ranked so high in the 
Worst Job category and so low in the Best Job category of 
the Pew Research tells us that journalists realize how bad 
things have become. I believe many journalists still believe 
that accuracy is Job #1 in journalism!

https://markmcgee4.substack.com/p/journalists-and-accuracy
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Tied for Job #1 in journalism is objectivity. In fact, the lack of 
objectivity (bias) is a big part of inaccurate news coverage. An 
objective journalist is not going to allow a news story to be 
inaccurate because of personal bias. Objective journalists will 
do everything in their power to get the story right the first time. 
If they don’t, they’ll make it right.

https://markmcgee4.substack.com/p/journalists-and-objectivity
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The Bubble 

News consumers often criticize journalists for “living in a 
bubble.” What they mean by that is that they believe 
journalists spend all their time with other journalists and 
people who think like them. True or not, that is a perception of 
a large number of news consumers. Their confidence in the 
news media, and other public institutions, falls to new lows 
every year.

Americans' confidence in institutions has been lacking for 
most of the past 15 years, but their trust in key 
institutions has hit a new low this year. Most of the 
institutions Gallup tracks are at historic lows, and 
average confidence across all institutions is now four 
points lower than the prior low. Gallup

Why the lack of confidence? I think part of the problem is that 
few news consumers know a journalist and few journalists 
know news consumers outside of their small circle of friends.

https://news.gallup.com/poll/394283/confidence-institutions-down-average-new-low.aspx
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Here’s an interesting headline —

Journalists sense that Americans don’t have high 
trust in the news media overall, but think their own 
audience trusts them — Pew Research

I think that may be a bit naïve, especially if journalists live in a 
social bubble.

Journalists — take a long, hard look at your life. Who are your 
friends? Who do you talk with most of the time? Are they only 
your friends and co-workers? Or do you spend time with 
people who may think differently than you do? Do you run in 
and out of a store or the mall or the gym or a church without 
talking to anyone? If you do, you may be living in a bubble. 
Slow down. Find some “real” people to talk to — not as a 
journalist trying to get soundbites or a quote — but as a 
member of the human community wondering what other 
humans are thinking and doing.

https://www.pewresearch.org/journalism/2022/06/14/journalists-and-the-public-differ-on-how-journalists-are-doing-how-connected-they-are/
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I recommend news consumers also take a long, hard look at 
themselves. If you don’t know a journalist, meet one and 
strike up a friendly conversation. Where, you ask? At a news 
story — at a school board meeting — a city council meeting 
— a campaign event — a football game. Ask them about their 
family, their hobbies, their favorite restaurant, where they like 
to vacation, etc. Journalists are humans, just like you, so talk 
with them about human things. Look for things you have in 
common.

Rebuilding trust will take time, effort, and a good dose of 
humility. We all get things right and we all get things wrong. 
Let’s be humble whether we’re right or wrong. Let’s show 
respect for our fellow humans, even if we disagree on some 
things.

I believe we can make some progress in the trust department 
if we want it and are willing to work at it. Let’s get out of our 
“bubble” and get to know each other at a deeper and friendlier 
level.
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‘Social’ Media 

“Being social” used to mean talking with people face-to-face. 
We actually knew other people and talked with them. I’m not 
kidding! I remember people calling church, school, and 
community events “socials.” Whether we agreed or disagreed, 
we looked each other in the eye and talked about things that 
mattered. Not so much today. People “yell at” other people 
instead of “talking with” them. We need to seriously consider 
returning to “civil discourse” in society.

The word “social” has now come to mean people talking or 
yelling at each other online. People say things to and about 
other people online that they probably wouldn’t in person. 
That’s another part of the bubble — ‘social media.’

Does that have an impact on journalism? I believe it does, 
and so do many other journalists.

Many journalists say social media helps at work, but 
most decry its impact on journalism
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The vast majority of U.S.-based journalists today use 
social media sites in their work. But even as they 
appreciate the ways it can be helpful with several 
reporting tasks, most journalists think social media is 
having a negative impact on journalism as a whole – 
and one-third report being harassed on these 
platforms by someone outside their organization. Pew 
Research

Here’s surprising, but insightful research from Pew —

https://www.pewresearch.org/journalism/2022/06/14/many-journalists-say-social-media-helps-at-work-but-most-decry-its-impact-on-journalism/
https://www.pewresearch.org/journalism/2022/06/14/many-journalists-say-social-media-helps-at-work-but-most-decry-its-impact-on-journalism/
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I spent the first 30 years in journalism without access to 
“social media” because it didn’t exist. I got involved with the 
Internet as a content provider in the mid-90s and quickly 
discovered the power and reach of ‘social media.’ I thought of 
it positively — until I didn't. I soon learned that social media 
has a dark side that can hurt journalists and journalism. The 
fact that the large majority of journalists surveyed believe that 
social media’s impact on journalism is “very negative” or 
“somewhat negative” confirms my experience with it.

I personally think journalists and news consumers can use 
social media for good, but they have to be smart about it.

1. Journalists shouldn’t believe everything they read on 
social media. In fact, I recommend they believe nothing 
until they do their own research into claims they read. 
They should be skeptical rather than trusting of what 
others say on social media.

2. Journalists shouldn’t quote “truth claims” on social media 
until they confirm what’s true. Why? Because what 
journalists write on their social media accounts put them 
‘on the record.’ If the claims turn out to be untrue, the 

https://markmcgee4.substack.com/p/truth-be-told-part-three
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journalist is on the record as being wrong. That can be 
used against you by other journalists or people on social 
media, or in print, online, or broadcast. Once a journalist 
is branded as pushing mis-or-disinformation on social 
media, they will find it very difficult to be taken seriously 
as a journalist in the future.

3. Journalists shouldn’t “like” posts on social media. Liking a 
post, meme, photo, or video on social media puts a 
journalist on the record as agreeing with the post, meme, 
photo, or video. That can be used against a journalist by 
other journalists or people on social media, or in print, 
online, or broadcast.

4. Journalists shouldn’t post personal opinions about news 
stories they are covering or may cover in the future. That 
makes their opinion (bias) public and can be used 
against a journalist by other journalists or people. It can 
also lead the public to distrust what the journalist writes 
or says about the subject. 

The public’s distrust is already so bad — why do something 
dumb on social media that will make it worse?

https://markmcgee4.substack.com/p/information-mis-or-dis
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Chapter Three: Saving The Freedom 

of the Press — The Great Divide 
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Can Modern Journalism Change? 

The press and the public it serves are at a crossroads in the 
United States and many other countries around the world. 
Based on recent polling by Gallup, Pew, and other major 
researchers, the divide between news providers and news 
consumers is as wide as it’s ever been in modern history. The 
divide is a huge “trust” gap. However, there is some good 
news.

The majority of news consumers don’t trust journalists to 
report news accurately and fairly, but believe some level of 
confidence can be restored.

https://www.pewresearch.org/journalism/2020/08/31/americans-see-skepticism-of-news-media-as-healthy-say-public-trust-in-the-institution-can-improve/pj_2020-08-31_trust-in-news-media_0-01/
https://www.pewresearch.org/journalism/2020/08/31/americans-see-skepticism-of-news-media-as-healthy-say-public-trust-in-the-institution-can-improve/pj_2020-08-31_trust-in-news-media_0-01/
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Here are some questions I believe journalists and managers 
should be asking themselves right now based on Pew 
Research —

• Can journalism change?
• Can journalists change?
• Can producers and editors change?
• Can managers change?
• Can publishers and media owners change?
• Should press or public make the first move toward 

change?

I’ll answer the last question first. It is the responsibility of the 
press to serve the public, so the press should make the first 
move. The press should demonstrate a commitment to real 
journalism — telling the truth in every story without bias or 
opinion. The public will often respond positively to positive 
change.
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Based on that answer, my answer to the rest of the questions 
is a firm — “maybe.” I say that because journalism can only 
change when journalists change. When will that happen? 
When publishers, media owners, and news managers 
change. When will that happen? I’m hoping soon. It is way 
past time for change.
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Change in relationships often happens when there’s no other 
choice. The vast majority of news consumers have expressed 
their serious disapproval of how journalists are doing their job. 
The trust is gone — much like in other types of relationships 
that go bad. How can journalists rebuild the trust? Here are 
six ideas —

1. Desire to change
2. Develop relationships rather than products
3. Tell nothing but the truth
4. Be open and honest
5. Live outside the bubble
6. Control personal social media

https://news.gallup.com/poll/355526/americans-trust-media-dips-second-lowest-record.aspx
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Desire to Change 

The first step for journalists is to have a desire to change. 
That includes managers, publishers, and media owners. 
Relationship changes rarely take place unless everyone 
involved wants change. Journalists and their employers 
should take a long look inside themselves and determine if 
they want to earn public trust. If they don’t want or don’t care 
to rebuild trust, then they won’t do what is necessary. 
However, if they do want to rebuild trust they will do whatever 
it takes to make that happen.

I believe this first step is probably the most important step. 
People in relationships want authenticity — which means 
being genuine. Journalists must be ready to be genuine — 
authentic — in everything they do.
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Develop Relationships Rather Than Products 

The second step for journalists is to see what they do every 
day as a relationship rather than a product. Another way to 
say that is that it is personal rather than impersonal.

If journalists think about the public impersonally, they will view 
journalism as producing a product for market. Ratings 
become more important than relationships.

However, if journalists think about serving the public 
personally, they will view journalism as a service. 
Relationships will be most important — and ratings often 
follow solid relationships between journalists and news 
consumers. That’s a win-win.
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Tell Nothing But The Truth 

The third step for journalists is to tell the truth and nothing but 
the truth. That means telling the truth all the time. Consistency 
is vital in improving a relationship.

Journalists can’t rebuild trust by telling the truth from time to 
time or for a short time. Journalists must always tell the truth 
about every story they cover — all the time — without fail.
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Be Open and Honest 

The fourth step for journalists is to be completely open and 
honest about how they cover news. That means transparency 
in how journalists and their managers choose which stories to 
cover, how they keep personal bias out of news selection and 
coverage, and how management supports or curtails truthful 
coverage of the news.

I recommend that every radio and television station, every 
network, and every print and online publication give some 
time (space) to showing/telling news consumers how they 
cover news. It could be a daily report, weekly report, special 
segment, or series. The important thing is to do something 
that helps news consumers understand how journalism is 
working openly and honestly for the public good — rather than 
for the good of the press.
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Here are some ideas for special segments or series about 
press transparency —

• How news stories are chosen
• How news stories are covered
• How bias is removed from the news coverage process
• How journalists cover a story
• How journalists find sources
• How journalists balance coverage so all sides of a story 

are given a fair hearing
• How news managers reveal to the public that a story 

contains opinion — when, why and how do they do that
• How producers and editors determine which stories are 

included in a newscast or publication and which stories 
are left out of a newscast or publication — and why some 
stories get more time (space) and attention than other 
stories in a newscast or publication

• How producers and editors write headlines, teases, lower 
thirds, and other graphics for a newscast or publication

• How news managers guide journalists, producers, and 
editors in doing their jobs — and how they hold them 
accountable for doing the job openly and honestly
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• How journalists correct errors in stories — including the 
station, network, or publication standards for corrections

• How news managers deal with pressure from upper 
management, advertisers, special interests, government 
officials, etc. 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Live Outside The Bubble 

One of the big concerns of news consumers is that journalists 
don’t live like them. They see journalists as living inside a 
bubble that doesn't help them understand what real life is like.

One of the joys of being a journalist and news manager for 
me was being part of the community. My family lived modestly 
and we were involved in church, school, athletics, and other 
community events. We also had many friends who did not 
work in the news media. It was a great way to live life, and it 
helped us stay connected to what people faced in their lives.

We also lived in communities that had a mix of ethnicities and 
incomes. We also had the experience of living in an area 
where we were in the minority racially. All of those 
experiences helped me as a journalist. I felt comfortable going 
anywhere and talking with anyone about anything because I 
lived “outside the bubble.”

https://markmcgee4.substack.com/p/what-do-journalists-think-about-the
https://markmcgee4.substack.com/p/what-do-journalists-think-about-the
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Journalists who find themselves living inside the bubble need 
to find ways to get out of the bubble to see how other people 
live and work. That’s an important part of building 
relationships and rebuilding trust.
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Control Personal Social Media 

Some journalists are doing themselves, and their employers, 
no favors on social media. They post inappropriate and even 
hurtful/hateful comments on their personal social media 
channels (e.g. Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, 
YouTube, TikTok). These journalists may have built a following 
of people who agree with their personal opinions, but the 
public can see what the journalists really believe and that can 
cause serious trust issues with their news coverage. It’s 
similar to someone telling their spouse how much they love 
them, then posting on social media that they can’t stand living 
with their husband or wife. How does that develop trust? It 
doesn’t.
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Journalists need to control themselves on their personal 
social media accounts. If they can’t or won’t do that, I 
recommend they either delete their account or take a long 
break from posting and commenting until they gain some 
control over their biases.

I also recommend that managers watch what their journalists 
are posting and commenting on social media and bring them 
in for a “talk” before things get out of control.

Another part of the social media fallout for journalists is that 
the public, including other journalists, can quote what they 
posted. They can even take screen shots of the offending 
posts or comments and share that online or in print or on 
television. That plants seeds of distrust in the public’s mind 
and helps it grow over time. Journalists need to be cautious 
about what they post and comment online. It can come back 
to bite them and their employers.
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The Role of News Consumers 

Journalists and news consumers both have a lot of work to do 
to rebuild trust in journalism. I’ve spent most of this newsletter 
addressing journalists, so let me turn to news consumers (the 
public) with a few suggestions.

News consumers are also responsible for some of the 
problems we see between the public and the press. Why do I 
say that? Because many members of the public are not 
familiar with the history of their country. Many people in the 
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United States know little about the Constitution and Bill of 
Rights. Ask people to name the five freedoms mentioned in 
the First Amendment to the Constitution and you’ll often get a 
blank stare. If people want to enjoy the freedoms of their 
country, they need to know what they are and something of 
the history behind them.

Another thing news consumers can do is learn more about 
what journalists do and how the news media functions. 
Knowing what journalists do, and should do, can go a long 
way toward understanding the important role they play. Call 
your local TV stations, radio stations, and newspapers, and 
ask for a tour of the facilities. Stop and talk with reporters, 
producers, and managers. Ask good questions and share 
your ideas with them.

News consumers need to take a more active role in 
communicating with local journalists — especially those you 
think may be open and honest. Make an effort to meet and 
talk with journalists. That’s another way of learning what they 
do every day and why they do it.
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• Talk with them in person at meetings and events about 
news stories. 

• Call them on the phone to discuss issues that concern 
you. 

• Email them with questions and thoughts. 
• Look for opportunities to thank journalists who you 

believe are doing a good job and tell them why. 
• Visit journalists at their worksites to discuss ongoing 

stories and story ideas.
• Many network and large publication journalists will 

respond to emails from readers, viewers, and listeners, 
so take advantage of that. Let them know what you’re 
thinking. Ask them about stories they covered and why 
they covered them the way they did.

A big part of building better relationships is opening the lines 
of communication. News consumers can play an important 
role in that process. The outcome could be very good for a 
free society
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Turning The Ship Around 

 
U.S. Navy 

My father served in the U.S. Navy in the 1930s and 40s. I 
remember one particular story he told me about the different 
types of ships he served on during those years before, during, 
and after World War II. He said the largest aircraft carriers 
took the longest time to change course in the ocean. That was 
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because of both the size and shape of the aircraft carrier 
compared with other Navy ships of that time.

I often think of that story when I consider how long it will take 
to change the distrust the public has for journalism. Why is 
that? I think one reason is how ownership of newspapers, 
television stations, and networks has changed in the last few 
decades.
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Changing Course 

I hope you’ll agree that journalism needs to change course. 
The purpose of this Real Journalism newsletter is to help that 
happen. I’ve shared a lot in previous newsletters about what 
journalists can do to help change the course of journalism, but 
we need to address what may be the biggest challenge — 
who owns and controls the news media.

I personally knew most of the owners of the radio and 
television stations where I worked in the 1970s, 80s, and 90s. 
Many of them had offices in the same building, and talking 
with them was as simple as walking down the hall and 
knocking on their office door.

Some of them owned multiple stations and lived in a different 
location, but I would see them often enough to talk about the 
direction of our news coverage. Because we had a personal 
relationship, I could pick up the phone and call them about 
issues impacting news coverage.
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However, my experience was different when I wrote for two 
major metropolitan newspapers and two wire services, and 
reported for several radio and TV networks. I talked with 
editors and producers, but not to owners or top-level 
managers. I had no personal relationship with the owners. 
That meant that I had no input to the course the newspapers, 
wire services, or networks were taking journalistically. I was a 
small part in a big machine. My job was to report stories — 
nothing else.

That’s how many journalists feel today. Even many news 
managers no longer have a personal relationship with 
publishers or media owners. Why? Because much of the 
news media is now owned by a small number of corporations 
and billionaires. Many of the stations I worked for years ago 
are now part of large corporations that own scores, even 
hundreds of broadcast stations and newspapers. Mergers and 
media buys have put more and more control of local station 
and newspapers into the hands of fewer people.
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Here are some names you may recognize. These companies 
and billionaires control much of the news published and 
broadcast today.

• National Amusements
• Disney
• Comcast
• AT&T
• Paramount Global
• News Corp
• Sony
• Jeff Bezos (Washington Post, Amazon)
• Michael Bloomberg (Bloomberg TV, Bloomberg.com)

While there are more than 170 media companies operating in 
the U.S., just six control more than 90% of the media. That’s a 
lot of power in the hands of a small number of people. Is that 
a good thing?
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I don’t think it is a good thing. Big is not always better. Media 
companies that once had budgets in the millions of dollars 
now have budgets in the billions. That’s because of all the 
mergers during the last 40+ years. You may find a graphic 
published ten years ago interesting as we think about this 
subject. It’s from BusinessInsider.com. The graphic probably 
needs to be updated because of more media mergers since 
2012, but the point remains true. The number of dominant 
media companies went from 50 in 1983 to six by 2011. The 
graphic title is also insightful — Media Consolidation: The 
Illusion of Choice.

Media consolidation has big benefits for owners and 
shareholders. Sharing billions of dollars among fewer 
companies means each company makes more money. It also 
makes it more difficult for smaller, independent media groups 
to stay in business. Many sell to the larger media groups, 
which makes those groups even bigger.

https://www.businessinsider.com/these-6-corporations-control-90-of-the-media-in-america-2012-6
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Heeding An Important Warning 

I remember watching President Eisenhower’s farewell 
address on television in 1961. He warned about “unwarranted 
influence” and the “disastrous rise of misplaced power” of the 
military-industrial complex. Keep in mind that Eisenhower was 
a five-star general before becoming president. Here’s what 
Eisenhower recommended to the American public —

Only an alert and knowledgeable citizenry can compel 
the proper meshing of the huge industrial and military 
machinery of defense with our peaceful methods and 
goals, so that security and liberty may prosper 
together.

How do citizens stay knowledgeable and alert? Through a 
free, open, and honest press. What happens if the press is 
not free? What happens if a small group of super-sized 
corporations control what’s news and how it’s reported? A free 
society can go sideways quickly. We need journalists to be 
free to do their jobs as their jobs were meant to be done — 
gathering, confirming, and reporting the truth about every 

https://www.eisenhowerlibrary.gov/sites/default/files/research/online-documents/farewell-address/1961-01-17-press-release.pdf
https://www.eisenhowerlibrary.gov/sites/default/files/research/online-documents/farewell-address/1961-01-17-press-release.pdf
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story — unencumbered by “unwarranted influence” and 
“misplaced power.”
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Big Question — Big Answer? 
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Can we have true choice in news coverage when just a 
handful of companies own 90% of the media? What can 
journalists and news consumers do when so much power is 
controlled by so few? That’s a big question that needs a big 
answer. It’s similar to David vs Goliath — the little guy against 
the giant.

Most professional journalists earn their paycheck by working 
for media companies. The same is true for news managers. 
Depending on the size of the company, journalists may have 
to go through a lengthy process to get a hearing about making 
changes in news coverage. That’s not easy to do as a 
journalist until you get into upper management (if you can get 
there).

Some journalists earn their living now through alternative 
media outlets (like Substack). Others have joined with like-
minded journalists to form small media companies. Neither 
has the reach or power of the giant media corporations, but 
it’s one way to make a difference — even if the difference is 
small at first.
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I think news consumers may have more influence on big 
media companies than the journalists who work for them. 
News consumers who want change and don’t get it can vote 
with their hands and feet — they can change where they 
consume their news and from whom. The number of people 
dissatisfied with news coverage may move the needle toward 
a more truthful and objective media — over time.

Another way that news consumers have some influence is 
with publicly-traded media companies. Check your stock 
portfolio to see if you are a stockholder of a big media 
company. If you are, that means you have a voice and a vote 
in what a company does. The more of their stock you own, the 
more influence you have. Even a small voice may be better 
than no voice.
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News consumers can also have a voice with media 
companies by contacting those companies directly. You can 
send your thoughts to most of the networks and newspapers 
via email, feedback form, or letter. You can also send emails 
to the anchors, hosts, and journalists you watch or hear, and 
to the writers of articles you read. If your comments are going 
to be mostly negative, try to begin the email or letter with 
something you find positive about the journalist and/or their 
coverage. That may give you a better hearing with journalists, 
managers, or owners.

Just like turning a big ship in a big body of water, a course 
change will take time and effort. Can publishers and media 
owners change? Yes, they “can.” It is a physical possibility. 
Will they change? That’s the real question before us — their 
will to change. I hope they will.
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International Media Concerns 

I’ve focused on news media concerns in the United States, 
but we have journalists from many countries reading these 
eBooks so I want to mention some of the challenges they are 
having.

A large number are facing some of the same challenges as 
U.S. journalists. Many media companies have merged and 
consolidated in different countries, leaving citizens with fewer 
choices for accurate news. Mergers often lead to near-
monopolies. Government-owned and operated media have 
their own special challenges for journalists. Changes in 
government leadership often means change in how news is 
covered in the country. That’s a different kind of news 
monopoly.
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I give similar advice to journalists and news consumers in 
other countries to what you’ve read previously, “if” there is 
some agreement about freedom of the press. Journalists and 
news consumers in countries without that freedom will find it 
more difficult to effect a course change in news coverage. I 
admire those journalists who risk their lives to report news 
accurately in countries where the government opposes free 
speech and a free press.
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Chapter Four: The Future of News 

Where Will Millennials and Zoomers Get Their News?
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The United States is getting younger. I’m an early Baby 
Boomer and we reigned for years as the largest adult 
generation, but not any longer. As of July 1, 2019, Millennials 
(also known as Gen Y) became the largest living adult 
generation (Pew Research). It was a close race three years 
ago, but Millennials beat out the Boomers by about half-a-
million people. That gap grows larger every day.

The Millennial generation continues to grow as young 
immigrants expand its ranks. Boomers – whose 
generation was defined by the boom in U.S. births 
following World War II – are aging and their numbers 
shrinking in size as the number of deaths among them 
exceeds the number of older immigrants arriving in the 
country.

With immigration adding more numbers to this group 
than any other, the Millennial population is projected to 
peak in 2033, at 74.9 million. Thereafter, the oldest 
Millennial will be at least 52 years of age and mortality 
is projected to outweigh net immigration. By 2050 

https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2020/04/28/millennials-overtake-baby-boomers-as-americas-largest-generation/
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there will be a projected 72.2 million Millennials. Pew 
Research

Millennials were born between 1981-1997, which means they 
are all adults now. The oldest Millennials just entered into their 
40s. Many are married with children and in the middle of 
career development.

Generation Z (also known as Zoomers) is not far behind their 
older Millennial brothers and sisters. Zoomers were born 
between 1997-2015, which means many of them are still 
children or teens (most of our grandchildren are teenage 
Zoomers). However, it won’t be long before Gen Z will give 
Millennials a run for their money (so to speak) for generational 
dominance.
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Gen X - Quick Look 

Even though I’m focusing this article on how Millennials and 
Zoomers get their news, let me say a quick word about Gen 
X. Those are children of the Boomers (1946-1964). Gen X 
(1965-1980) will soon outnumber their Boomer parents — 
probably by 2028. Gen X’ers are in their 40s and 50s and 
many are beginning to think about their own retirement.

Gen X is an interesting group when it comes to news. They 
grew up with Baby Boomer parents like me and watched us 
read physical newspapers (real paper in our hands!) and 
choose our favorite local and network newscasts from one of 
just three channels. They watched the world evolve 
technologically with computers, cable, the Internet, 
Smartphones, tablets, and other devices, and made good use 
of new ways to gather information.

I think of Gen X’ers as the ‘bridge’ generation that grew up 
between the analog world and the digital world. They’ve seen 
how both work and learned to work both sides well.
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The Future of News 

Let’s begin with Millennials. They are often referred to as the 
first “digital generation.” Though some people think Millennials 
are not interested in “news,” that’s not true. They are 
interested, but the way they get their news differs from 
Boomers and Gen X’ers.
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Millennials spend a lot of their time on social networks, 
especially on their mobile devices. According to a 2015 study 
released by the American Press Institute, Millennials —

• Say keeping up with the news is at least somewhat 
important to them — 85%

• Get news daily — 69%
• Regularly follow five or more “hard news” topics — 45%
• Usually see diverse opinions through social media — 

86%
• Pay for at least one news-specific service, app, or digital 

subscription — 40%

[You can read the full report here.]

https://www.americanpressinstitute.org/publications/reports/survey-research/millennials-news/
https://apnorc.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Millennials-Report-FINAL.pdf
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A 2015 report by Pew Research showed that 61% of 
Millennials reported getting political news on Facebook, while 
60% of Baby Boomers looked to television for their political 
news. Gen X’ers bridged the older Boomers and younger 
Millennials by getting about 51% of their political news on 
Facebook.

Digital outlets serve as the main source of news for the 
majority of those under 35, including 64% of those 
between the ages of 18 and 24. Meanwhile, TV still 
reigns supreme for 51% of those over 55 — The older 
you are, the more likely you rely on traditional sources. 
If you grew up with the internet, you probably use the 
internet. Whatever the case, the survey also seems to 
confirm that print media and radio are just less 
essential. Business Insider

A 2021 survey released by Statista.com reported that social 
media was the top daily news source for Millennials (44%) 
compared to 21% for radio, 18% for online-only news sites, 
15% for cable and networks, and just 11% for newspapers.

https://www.pewresearch.org/journalism/2015/06/01/millennials-political-news/
https://www.businessinsider.com/how-millennials-vs-baby-boomers-get-news-chart-2017-6?op=1
https://www.statista.com/statistics/1010456/united-states-millennials-news-consumption/
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The Boomer generation has spent decades getting their news 
by going directly to news providers (e.g. television, radio, 
newspapers, magazines). The morning newspaper and the 
6pm news were a big deal at my house growing up. That’s 
also true to some degree with Gen X’ers since they grew up 
with Boomer parents.

However, Millennials get their news through social 
connections and entertainment. News that’s of interest to 
friends and other people in a Millennial’s social “world” often 
becomes of interest to them. A vast majority of Millennials are 
aware of the diversity of opinions about the news through their 
social media connections. What other people in their social 
world think is important to them.

Each generation is a bridge. Even as Gen X is a bridge 
between Boomers and Gen Y (Millennials), Gen Y is a bridge 
between Gen X and Gen Z. What kind of changes in news 
use do we find between Y and Z? Here’s a 2019 survey that 
shows smartphones continue to be primary in how younger 
people get their news —
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Data from both the survey and the qualitative research 
emphasise what we have known for some time – that 
young people are highly reliant on their phones. Our 
digital tracking in the US and UK shows that Gen Z 
and Gen Y spend a large part of their waking hours 
interacting with smartphones. They use them for 
communication, for media, for games, for dating – and 
for news. Across all markets, our survey data reveal 
that the smartphone is the main device used for 
accessing news for the vast majority of under 35s 
(69%).

Another way of illustrating the primacy of smartphone 
news for young people is to look at data on their first 
contact with news on a typical day. Nearly half of Gen 
Z news users (45%) in our combined sample come 
into first contact with news in the morning via the 
smartphone, with only 19% via TV and 5% via 
desktops/laptops. Similar trends can be seen among 
Gen Y, who also first turn to their smartphone (39%) 
over TV (22%) or the computer (8%). By sharp 
contrast, for over 35s television is still the most likely 
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first contact point with news (30%), with smartphone 
(19%) and radio (18%) some way behind.

We can also look in more depth at where people go 
when they first pick up their smartphones for news. 
While those over 35 are likely to first go directly to a 
news site via an app or the mobile browser (39%), 
Gen Z are more likely to turn to social media and 
messaging apps (57%). In other words, news brands 
are less important for this group than for over 35s. 
Gen Y are somewhere in the middle, with 43% getting 
their news via social media and messaging apps and 
33% directly. Facebook is equally popular as a first 
destination with both groups, and Instagram has 
become more popular in the last few years as a first 
destination. Interestingly, Twitter is twice as popular 
with Gen Z users compared to Gen Y users. Direct 
traffic is relatively more important in the UK than in the 
US, partly due to the prominence of publishers like 
BBC and the Guardian. Reuters Institute Digital News 
Report

https://www.digitalnewsreport.org/survey/2019/how-younger-generations-consume-news-differently/
https://www.digitalnewsreport.org/survey/2019/how-younger-generations-consume-news-differently/
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A 2022 survey about Gen Z “daily news source frequency” 
showed that 50% depended on social media, 17% radio, 13% 
online-only news sites, 9% network news, 8% cable news, 
and 5% newspapers. Zoomers look to Instagram and 
YouTube for a lot of their news and information. They are very 
open to new social platforms to get information and new 
platforms and devices are coming.

Just about the time you think you know what a generational 
group is going to do, they do something else —

Gen Z was the largest generational group on Twitter in 
2018, but by 2019, Gen Z had migrated primarily to 
Youtube, Facebook, and Instagram for news–first thing 
in the morning on their mobile smartphones. Reuters

Look at the numbers and you see the future of news. In the 
words of an old Bob Dylan song, The Times They Are a-
Changin'. Change doesn’t happen overnight, but it does 
happen. The way a Boomer looks at primary news sources is 
not the same as how their children (Gen X) views news 
sources. The same is true with Gen X, Gen Y, and Gen Z. And 

https://www.statista.com/statistics/1124119/gen-z-news-consumption-us/
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just when you thought it was safe to go into the water — here 
comes Gen A (Generation Alpha). Some people think 
Generation Alpha began in 2012, while others say it was 
2015. The point is that life keeps rolling along.
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What’s a Journalist to Do? 

News media companies are trying to figure out how to handle 
all the changes in how various generational groups get their 
news. I understand some of what they’re going through 
because I dealt with viewer ratings as a news manager. 
However, journalists need to do what journalists need to do — 
and that’s be curious, skeptical, objective, and accurate. 
Cover the news and tell the truth — no matter which platform 
you use to report.

I’ve seen this crazy business of news from the inside since 
1967. I’ve worked in radio, television, newspapers, and online. 
Delivery systems change, but principles don’t change. What’s 
right is what’s right. Yes, you may have to write shorter. Yes, 
you may have to put more thought into how you write 
headlines, lower thirds, and the first two sentences of a story. 
Research shows that younger people have shorter attention 
spans when it comes to news. But that doesn’t mean you 
have to change your principles! Do your job the way it’s 
supposed to be done and you’ll have a good future in 
journalism.
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Can We Trust News On Social Media?

A 2022 survey about Gen Z “daily news source frequency” 
showed that 50% depended on social media, 17% radio, 13% 
online-only news sites, 9% network news, 8% cable news, 
and 5% newspapers. Zoomers look to Instagram and 
YouTube for a lot of their news and information. They are very 
open to new social platforms to get information — and new 
platforms and devices are coming.

https://www.statista.com/statistics/1124119/gen-z-news-consumption-us/
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Trustworthy News Sites? 

So, can we trust news online? On social media? As a career 
journalist, I have some serious concerns about that. As a 
former U.S. president used to say — “Trust, but verify.” I’d say 
that’s good advice for any young people who get their news 
from social media. Find what you believe are trustworthy 
news sites (based on careful research and experience with 
them), then verify what you read or watch. Just because your 
best friend forwards a news story to you and says you “just 
have to read/watch this,” be sure to verify that the story is 
truthful.
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I also recommend CAUTION when reading news online. Just 
like I tell my martial arts students — Be Aware and Beware.

Be aware that any news story may contain misinformation or 
even disinformation. News stories are covered and written by 
people who may or may not use best-practices when it comes 
to journalism. Unfortunately, we’ve seen veteran journalists 
take some extreme positions on news stories on social media. 
Verify anything you read on social media before “liking,” 
“retweeting,” or “forwarding.” Your reputation could suffer if 
you aren’t careful.

https://markmcgee4.substack.com/p/information-mis-or-dis
https://markmcgee4.substack.com/p/information-mis-or-dis
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Beware of their biases in stories. Some of the facts may be 
true, but writers can skew facts to fit their narrative and even 
leave out facts that would give a story its correct context. Also, 
beware of stories that sound too good to be true — because 
they rarely are (true).

Many people don’t know it, but some online news websites 
and social media sites are not real journalism. They are 
propaganda sites. They promote a particular point of view, not 
unbiased news. Beware of those kinds of online sites, even if 
they are connected to what were once trusted news 
organizations. Take the time to find out who is behind those 
news and social media sites. What financial interests are 
behind the sites? Remember two of the most important 
principles of journalism — follow the people and follow the 
money. Who are the people who gather, confirm, and report 
the information to you. Who pays their salary? Can you trust 
the information in their reports or posts? Have they been 
wrong before? If they were wrong, did they correct the story 
and apologize for being wrong? Those are important 
questions for journalists and young news consumers to 
answer.

https://markmcgee4.substack.com/p/follow-the-people
https://markmcgee4.substack.com/p/follow-the-money
https://markmcgee4.substack.com/p/follow-the-money
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“Truth claims” are not true if they are not true. Don’t be 
swayed into believing truth claims because someone says it 
on social media - even if they are a friend, celebrity, or well-
known journalist. Do your own careful research into the 
subject before believing it, and especially before sharing the 
information with other people.

Some truth claims are true — some are false — and some are 
half-truths. Be sure you know the difference when getting 
news and information from social media and other online 
sites. Unfortunately, we have learned during the past few 
years that some social media sites have actually suppressed 
real news stories. That has deeply impacted public trust in 
both the social sites as well as journalists who support or 
even promote the suppression.
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Video for Journalists 

Journalists may find this short video from Pew Research 
helpful as they consider ways to develop more trust with their 
viewers, listeners, and readers.

Trust in America: Do Americans trust the news media?

https://www.pewresearch.org/2022/01/05/trust-in-america-do-americans-trust-the-news-media/
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Chapter Five: The Internet and the 

Search for Truth

I’ve been providing content for Internet sites for almost 30 
years. That includes content for television stations, 
businesses, non-profits, and personal websites. I know the 
benefit the Internet can have for people. I also know the 
downside of Internet usage. That’s what I want to address in 
this next chapter.
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Has the Internet helped or hurt journalism? Do we use it at 
our own peril? How can we be sure the information we 
discover through Internet searches is true?

Journalism, at its core, is a search for truth. The search for 
truth as a journalist in the 1960s, 70s, 80s, and early part of 
the 90s was done the ‘old fashioned’ way. We made scores of 
phone calls, talked to a lot of people in person, visited many 
at offices and houses, met informants on back roads and in 
alleyways, dug through scores of boxes in the back of 
government storage rooms, and read hundreds of pages of 
documents for news stories. Then the Internet came along.

Even though the Internet was pretty basic when I started 
working with it in the mid-90s, I could see the advantages of 
searching for information online. Government agencies, 
including local, state, and federal, added more and more 
information to the Internet. That made it easier and faster to 
find documents important to a news story or investigation 
through search engines. The Internet still didn’t replace the 
hard work of good journalism I used years before, but it did 
become another important tool in the journalist’s tool belt.
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Before I answer some questions about whether the Internet 
has helped or hurt journalism, let’s take a quick look at 
Internet history for some clues.
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Internet History

I used Yahoo! Search a lot in the 1990s, along with several 
other search engines. Searching for information back then 
worked pretty well and it just kept getting better as more 
search engines came along. Remember these names?

• Altavista
• AllTheWeb
• Archie
• Ask Jeeves
• Excite
• Google
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• Gopher
• HotBot
• InfoSeek
• JumpStation
• LookSmart
• Lycos
• MSN Search
• Overture
• WebCrawler
• World Wide Web Worm

I tried most of them and used the ones that seemed best for 
my searches. As time went on, I found myself using Google 
more often than the others. So did millions of other people, 
including journalists. The phrase '“Google It” became 
synonymous with searching for something on the Internet.
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Google continues to dwarf other search engines in market 
share and volume of queries. However, I highly recommend 
that journalists use multiple search engines as part of their 
search for truth. Why? Because of how search engines work.

Some of the earliest search engines were based on people 
adding information manually. Another system is known as 
crawlers. “Web crawlers” automatically crawl the web for 
content that is new or updated. I remember learning about 
“spiders” and “robots” as part of the world of providing content 
for Internet searches. It’s one thing to provide content, it’s 

https://searchengineland.com/data-google-monthly-search-volume-dwarfs-rivals-mobile-advantage-269120
https://searchengineland.com/data-google-monthly-search-volume-dwarfs-rivals-mobile-advantage-269120
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another for people to find that content when they search the 
Internet for key words or phrases.
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Enter Search Engine Optimization (SEO). That’s how website 
owners, designers, and content providers increase the 
potential that the information on their website pages will rank 
higher in searches. They use meta tags and other types of 
coding to “optimize” their pages for search results.
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Here’s an example from several search engines for how many 
search results can be found using one word. I searched for 
the word “truth” to see what the engines found.

• Google - 2,210,000,000 results found in half-a-second
• Yahoo - 182,000,000 results found in half-a-second
• Bing - 101,000,000 results found in half-a-second
• Google Scholar - 3,730,000 results found  in half-a-

second
• Internet Archive - 213,131 results found in half-a-second

I used about 20 different search engines for this test, but most 
did not list the number of results found. They do work pretty 
well, so it’s good to list them here.

• AOL
• Ask
• Blackle
• Boardreader
• Brave
• Dogpile
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• DuckDuckGo
• Ecosia
• Gibiru
• Gigablast
• OneSearch
• Neeva
• Startpage
• Swisscows
• Webopedia
• YouTube

Using multiple key words in a search is usually the best way 
to find information for a news story. An Internet “search 
engine” is basically a software system that searches for 
information that’s “find-able.”

The information you find in a search may or may not be true. 
That often surprises people, but not every web page contains 
truth. Many pages are filled with lies and half-truths. That’s 
where journalists have to use other skills to determine what 
information to trust for their stories.
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The vast majority of people who search online rely on just the 
first page of results in a web search, and they often use only 
one search engine. Most never visit page two or three. Keep 
in mind that each results page contains an average of 10-12 
website pages. Using our examples above, clicking on the 
websites from just the first page of search results means that 
hundreds, thousands, or even millions of web pages will never 
be seen.

That’s not a good idea for journalists because the information 
they need to find the truth may be dozens, hundreds or 
thousands of results pages into the search. There has to be a 
better way to find truth on the Internet.

Remember the basics of real journalism?

• Curiosity
• Skepticism
• Accuracy
• Objectivity
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Search engine results often differ from one engine to another. 
Why? That’s both a curious and skeptical question. I’m 
curious about why top search results (those found on the first 
results page) are different from one search engine to another 
to another. I’m also skeptical about what’s behind the way 
results are ranked by different search engines. Search 
ranking is simply the order in which web pages appear in 
search results. Many pages are never found in searches 
because they are buried so deep in the results inquiry.
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Algorithms

It is important to understand how algorithms affect Internet 
searches. Remember the “web crawlers?” They travel through 
the Internet looking at readable pages on websites. The 
algorithm is what creates an index from what the crawlers 
find. The index that the algorithm creates is what you and I 
see when we search for one or more key words.

Algorithms can and do more than just create indexes. They 
can also “learn” about users. How do they do that? Through 
cookies. Cookies are very small files that websites place on 
your browser. These small files track and monitor where you 
go on the Internet. Cookies can also “see” what you click on 
as you visit various websites. The cookies are supposed to 
improve your online “experience” by remembering your 
interests and looking for items or stories to show that might 
like to see. The coded algorithms have the ability to “interpret” 
what you’re watching or reading and find ways of making 
more of that content available to you.
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Many people love what algorithms do for them. They say it 
makes their online searching better. Is that true? Is it true for 
journalists?

Algorithms are explained as “a procedure to solve a particular 
problem in a finite number of steps for a finite-sized input” 
(Algorithms Design Techniques).

I first came across the history of an algorithm while doing 
research for a book on another topic almost 20 years ago. 
The word algorism was used by a Persian mathematician in 
the 9th century AD. He was explaining how Arabic numerals 
work.

https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/algorithms-design-techniques/
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What about Internet search algorithms?

A  search algorithm … is a procedure that determines 
what kind of information is retrieved from a large mass 
of data. Merriam-Webster

The purpose of search algorithms is to check or retrieve 
an element from a data structure where it’s stored. It’s 
that simple. This type of algorithm searches for a 
target (called the key) in the search space – which can 
be anything from a shortlist of numbers to a massive 
database with customer data. Codete

Another definition caught my attention because of its 
simplicity:

An "algorithm" is nothing more than a set of instructions, 
just like a recipe or how-to book. 11 Essential 
Algorithms That Make The Internet Work

https://www.businessinsider.com/internet-algorithms-2011-8?op=1
https://www.businessinsider.com/internet-algorithms-2011-8?op=1
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I am not a computer scientist, algorithm scientist or engineer. 
However, I am an investigative journalist and researcher. 
Which means I learn about a subject by interviewing experts 
in that field, and doing extensive research. Here are some of 
my findings from a variety of sources. This is a short list, so 
you can do more research on the subject if you’re interested. 
I’ll list some sources at the end of this article that you may find 
helpful.

• Routing - “is the process of finding a path in a network to 
send traffic. A number of routing algorithms are out there 
with names like fuzzy routing, heuristic routing, and 
adaptive routing, but each one helps make network 
communication possible.” Business Insider

• Entities - Information that is singular, unique, well-
defined, and distinguishable

• Links - a connection between entities
• Filtering - a type of content control
• Ranking - evaluating content according to specific 

criteria (e.g. relevance, quality) 
• Encryption - “An encryption algorithm is a set of rules by 

which information or messages are encoded so that 
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unauthorized persons cannot read them.” (Merriam-
Webster)
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Who Are They?

A lot of computer coding is involved in building algorithms, 
which means humans do the building. Who are they? Here 
are some descriptions that may help.

An algorithm specialist is a computer scientist who 
researches and designs algorithms for academic and 
real-world applications. What Does an Algorithm 
Specialist Do?

An algorithm engineer is responsible for improving AI 
applications, to help clients or employers identify 
patterns or problems in data sets. One of several high-
profile artificial intelligence jobs, the role of an 
algorithm engineer commonly includes the creation, 
installation, and analysis of algorithms for evaluation 
purposes. How to Become an Algorithm Engineer

https://www.computersciencedegreehub.com/faq/algorithm-specialist/
https://www.computersciencedegreehub.com/faq/algorithm-specialist/
https://www.wgu.edu/career-guide/information-technology/algorithm-engineer-career.html#close
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Algorithm Engineers (AE) make a decent salary. I searched 
for AE jobs and found that the pay range is from about 
$90,000-$150,000 a year, usually with full company benefits. I 
worked with an RSO at a high-tech university for many years 
and met some students who were studying to meet the 
qualifications for AE. Many of them already had good-paying 
jobs with high-tech firms before they graduated.
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Should Journalists Trust Them?

Journalists should be skeptical about everyone. That’s part of 
our training. It doesn’t mean we won’t trust anyone. It just 
means that we need evidence for trust. “Trust, but verify.” So, 
how can a journalist verify whether the algorithms developed 
for any given website or social media platform are set up for 
fairness? Remember: Truth is the goal of journalism. What’s 
the goal of people who design algorithms?

Interestingly, fairness is an issue in algorithm development. I 
came across an interesting article written for Stanford 
University Engineering. Notice the admission made in the 
opening to the article.

Algorithms inform the news you read, the TV shows you 
watch, and the advertisements that appear on your 
internet searches – and they also have a say in who 
gets a bank loan, what medical procedures are 
covered by insurance, and who gets selected for a job 
interview.
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As algorithms are used to make these decisions, how do 
we make sure they’re fair? And what does fairness 
even mean? How to design algorithms with fairness in 
mind

Algorithm fairness (AF) is an actual “thing” in the world of 
machine learning (AI).

Algorithm Bias  - algorithmic bias describes systematic 
and repeatable errors in a computer system that 
create unfair outcomes, such as privileging one 
arbitrary group of users over others. Also, occurs when 
an algorithm produces results that are systemically 
prejudiced due to erroneous assumptions in the 
machine learning process. Florida State University 
Libraries

https://engineering.stanford.edu/magazine/how-design-algorithms-fairness-mind
https://engineering.stanford.edu/magazine/how-design-algorithms-fairness-mind
https://guides.lib.fsu.edu/algorithm
https://guides.lib.fsu.edu/algorithm
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Here are some insights from a “data scientist.”

Algorithm fairness is the field of research aimed at 
understanding and correcting biases like these. It is at 
the intersection of machine learning and ethics. 
Specifically, the field includes:

• Researching the causes of bias in data and algorithms

• Defining and applying measurements of fairness

• D e v e l o p i n g d a t a c o l l e c t i o n a n d m o d e l l i n g 
methodologies aimed at creating fair algorithms

• Providing advice to governments/corporates on how to 
regulate machine learning

It is also important to understand that approaches to 
fairness are not only quantitative. This is because 
the reasons for unfairness go beyond data and 
algorithms. The research will also involve 
understanding and addressing the root cause of 
unfairness. What is Algorithm Fairness?

https://towardsdatascience.com/what-is-algorithm-fairness-3182e161cf9f
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Here is another interesting admission about fairness, or lack 
of fairness, in machine learning and algorithm development.

Our world today is becoming more and more automated. 
Machine learning, the method of creating computer 
algorithms that improve (and learn) by experience and 
data usage, is  integrated into our everyday lives to 
facilitate things like job application screenings and 
university admissions. There is an increasing need to 
make sure this data science, including the tools and 
systems we use, is ethical and fair. 

When machine learning isn’t fair, the outcome can be 
detrimental to users and the community. For example, 
algorithms on social media sites may have sparked 
political tensions due to skewed or siloed news feeds 
(and fake news), when the intention was to deliver 
personalized recommendations for users. What Is 
Machine Learning Fairness?

https://www.coursera.org/articles/machine-learning-fairness
https://www.coursera.org/articles/machine-learning-fairness
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Design and Development Bias

What I want you as a journalist to see is that computer and 
data scientists admit that bias can find its way into algorithm 
design and development. Where does this bias come from? 
The same place bias can find its way into journalism — 
people with biases.

One of the things I’ve harped on in Real Journalism for the 
last year is the importance of objectivity in journalism. The 
worst side of journalism is when journalists are biased toward 
a particular view of what’s objectively true. I believe the same 
is true for people who design algorithms for the Internet and 
social media.

Whatever the reason, biases do exist in humans and now 
they are also passed into the artificial intelligence 
systems created by humans. 5 Algorithms that 
Demonstrate Artificial Intelligence Bias

https://markmcgee4.substack.com/p/journalists-and-objectivity
https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/5-algorithms-that-demonstrate-artificial-intelligence-bias/
https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/5-algorithms-that-demonstrate-artificial-intelligence-bias/
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Internet Search Cautions
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One of the reasons I encourage journalists to be cautious 
about believing what they find in Internet searches or on 
social media is because of how easy it is for people behind 
the scenes to put their technical “foot” on the scale. Rewriting 
code to make changes in outcomes is not hard to do, if you 
know how to do it.

This cuts both ways. Political, racial, and economic biases 
affect all political parties, races, and socio-economic factors. If 
journalists are able to do the job of being objective in covering 
every story, they should be able to recognize when Internet 
searches or social media posts and comments are biased and 
possibly inaccurate. However, if journalists are not able to be 
objective with every story, the potential for falling for biased 
search results could be a deep pit into which journalists will 
stumble and fall.

What harm does that do? It harms the journalist’s reputation, 
the reputation of journalism, and the news consumer who 
depends on an accurate and objective news media. We can 
and must do better.
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Online Sources

These are some sources you may find helpful in your 
research about Internet and Social Media algorithms. There’s 
a lot of information available to read, so look at this as a 
starting point.

Business Insider

Codete

Digital Marketing Institute

Digital Trends

Dynamic Yield

Geeks For Geeks

Ivey Business Journal

Pew Research

Search Engine Journal

https://www.businessinsider.com/internet-algorithms-2011-8?op=1
https://codete.com/blog/everything-you-must-know-about-searching-algorithms
https://digitalmarketinginstitute.com/blog/how-do-social-media-algorithms-work
https://www.digitaltrends.com/web/filter-bubble-algorithm-social-media/
https://www.dynamicyield.com/glossary/search-filter/
https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/what-is-an-algorithm-definition-types-complexity-examples/
https://iveybusinessjournal.com/publication/algorithms-the-intellectual-capital-of-the-internet/
https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/2017/02/08/code-dependent-pros-and-cons-of-the-algorithm-age/
https://www.searchenginejournal.com/search-engines/algorithms/
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SEO Quake

Thales

Turing

UX Pickle

https://www.seoquake.com/blog/how-search-engine-algorithms-work/
https://justaskthales.com/en/internet-filtering-what-is-it-and-how-does-it-work/
https://www.turing.com/kb/content-based-filtering-in-recommender-systems
https://uxpickle.com/search-vs-filter-in-softwares/
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Hard Work!

Real journalism is hard work. Hard work. Lots of early 
mornings and late nights. Lots of weekends investigating 
leads. Hours and hours going over documents, listening to 
interviews, talking with witnesses and informants, going over 
notes time and again trying to make sure that everything is 
gathered and confirmed. Making sure to report the truth. Hard 
work. Important work. Sometimes, dangerous work.
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Real journalism is not surfing the Internet, checking your 
social media accounts, getting a few facts, making a couple of 
phone calls, then writing the story and calling it a day. That’s 
easy. Real journalism is not easy.

Don’t get me wrong, please. I like some aspects of the 
Internet. I’ve been developing content for television stations, 
businesses, non-profits, and personal websites for almost 30 
years, so I understand the value of the Internet. What I do 
believe is wrong is how journalists look at the Internet. Let me 
explain.
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Journalism Before the Internet

1983

I was a journalist for almost 30 years before getting involved 
in the Internet in 1995. Many in my generation have retired or 
moved on to different vocations where we can still use our 
skill set. Younger journalists have taken our place. That’s the 
way of life. However, technology is moving at such a rapid 
pace that many of today’s journalists have never known a 
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world where computers and the Internet did not exist. They 
grew up surfing the web, playing video games, texting their 
friends, and taking selfies.

I’m concerned that their life experience may not have 
prepared them for the hard fact that people in power lie and 
deceive. I’m concerned that younger journalists may be too 
reliant on getting their “truth” from the Internet, from social 
media, and from friends and influencers. That’s why I started 
this journalism blog a year ago. I guess it’s one way for an 
older journalist to help younger journalists.

Today’s Gen Y and Z journalists will take journalism in one or 
more directions. My generation of journalists fought the 
battles of the past. Today’s young journalists are fighting new 
battles that will take them into the future. My hope is that they 
will fight those battles for the same reason I fought mine - to 
uncover the truth and make it known.
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I say uncover because many people in power cover up what’s 
true. As far back in history as we can go, we find powerful 
people who lie and deceive. We also find in history a small 
number of brave people who fought for the truth. The United 
States of America stands out in history because of its 
commitment to both the freedom of speech and freedom of 
the press. The founders of our country wanted people to 
speak freely, and the press to report the truth.

The Internet can be a great tool for a journalist. It can also be 
a great deceiver. Some of what I read and watch on the 
Internet is not accurate or objective. Journalists need to be 
aware of that and do everything they can to not be duped into 
reporting something that isn’t true. That’s one reason 
reporting news today is so hard. There are so many lies that 
we have to dig through to find the truth.

Why bother? Because the public deserves to know the truth. 
They may not like the truth, but they need the truth. They may 
not want to hear the truth, but journalists must tell them the 
truth. That’s a tough job — hard work that will keep you up at 
night.
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I recently wrote an article about the future of news for Gen Y 
and Z. It’s included in this eBook. The majority of young 
people today get their news from the Internet, especially from 
social media. That is also true of Gen Y and Z journalists. I get 
it. I depended on radio, television, newspapers, and 
magazines for news when I grew up in the 50s and early 60s. 
It makes sense that you use and trust what is familiar to you. 
The question for young journalists is whether the Internet and 
social media are trust-worthy.

https://markmcgee4.substack.com/p/the-future-of-news-for-younger-generations
https://markmcgee4.substack.com/p/the-future-of-news-for-younger-generations
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I had to ask the same thing about radio, television, 
newspapers, and magazines when I became a journalist. I 
worked for some tough news directors in my early days as a 
reporter and they put the fear of getting a story wrong into our 
minds and hearts. The worst thing possible was to be called in 
to the news director’s or editor’s office because something 
was wrong in your story. If you were lucky enough not to be 
suspended or fired, you had to suffer the humiliation of 
publicly correcting the story and apologizing to your audience 
or readership.

Believe it or not, that’s real journalism. Getting stories right is 
what we should always do. There is no room for getting a 
story wrong, then moving along as if it doesn’t matter. 
Unfortunately, too many journalists are getting stories wrong 
today and proceeding as if being wrong is no big deal. Shame 
on them. Some of the offenders are veteran journalists. What 
kind of an example are they giving younger journalists?
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Major networks and newspapers have called stories 
misinformation or even disinformation, only to confirm those 
same stories as really being true months or years later. No 
admission of wrong. No apology for publishing lies in earlier 
stories. No explanation to the public about how or why there 
were major errors in their reporting. No sense of the damage 
their social media posts and tweets may have caused. Just a 
quick note confirming what other media had already reported, 
then on to the next story as if nothing had happened. That’s 
not real journalism.
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Proceed with Caution

What all of this means is that journalists should proceed with 
caution before depending on information they gather from the 
Internet and social media. Here are some rules that guide me 
in my research and writing:
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1. Use multiple Internet search engines. Dig deep enough 
into search results to find a variety of views on what 
you’re investigating. Be curious.

2. Use multiple social media sites for research. Question 
everything that people claim is true. Check, double-
check, and triple-check to make sure the people can be 
trusted and that what they’re claiming really did happen 
the way they say it did. If you have any doubts about 
something claimed online, talk with people directly. Call 
people on the phone. Set up Zoom or Skype calls. Visit 
them in person. Read documents for yourself. 

3. Be careful who you trust. Just because someone you like 
or admire personally makes a truth claim online doesn’t 
make it true. Their article, post or comment may contain 
some information that’s true, but be skewed toward a 
particular persuasion that’s not true. Be skeptical. Ask 
tough questions. Make truth your goal, not being liked by 
people you like. Real journalism can be a lonely 
business. I learned long ago that reporting truth will 
eventually upset just about everyone you know. If being 
popular with a group of people is a driving force in 
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covering stories, then stop and decide what you want to 
do with your life. Journalism may not be for you.

4. Don’t report anything you find online until you’ve done 
your own confirmation. Truth claims are not true just 
because a well-known journalist, celebrity, or friend says 
it. Be skeptical about everything you read and hear until 
you confirm it through a journalistic process that can hold 
up in a court of law. That’s where some of your stories 
may take you some day. You’ll be glad you were 
skeptical and cautious when you face a judge to answer 
questions about how you gathered information, how you 
confirmed it, and how you reported it. Also be ready to go 
to jail to protect a source. I speak from experience. When 
a judge looks you in the eye and asks you for the second 
time to give up a source or be in contempt of court and 
go to jail — you know being a journalist is a serious 
profession.
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